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The software package CRYSTALS [1] is based on computer codes and algorithms 
developed in the Chemical Crystallography Laboratory in Oxford over almost 50 
years. The program is still developed, tested and distributed and is used around 
the world to analyse structures from single crystal scattering experiments. 

The source code of CRYSTALS is available in-house (and from 
github.com/ChemCryst/crystals) and this gives us the opportunity to both 
rapidly prototype, and give a stable home to, new structure analysis methods, 
without having to re-implement the core crystallographic supporting routines on 
every occasion. 

Examples of recent developments facilitated by this availability of code will be 
presented, including:  

‘HUG and SQUEEZE’ [2] – addition of resonant scattering effects to
structure factor corrections from SQUEEZE [3] can enable determination
of absolute structure even when the resonantly scattering atoms are
present in the SQUEEZE’d void (e.g., dichloromethane solvent);
a profusion of displacement parameter restraints (e.g., Fig. 1) for
encouraging and enforcing physically meaningful atomic displacement
distributions [4];
an applied use of built-in statistical analysis of least squares leverage to
identify inappropriate weighting of one or more restraints in a refinement.

Fig. 1. ULIJ restraint: restrains all the elements of two 
ADPs to be equal, each in their own local coordinate 
system.  
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